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We were asked to create an interesting interactive light pavilion using PEAL technology, to form the backdrop to a 
live concert at The Ruby Lounge. This initial proposal was then intended to be demonstrated in a series of presen-
tations to our clients who would then choose the most successful ideas to take forward to be realised. Our clients 
were Mike Joyce (musician and curator), Jane Anderson 
(curator and creative director) and Lewis Sykes (artist and designer of the PEAL system).

PEAL is an interactive sound installation which models the layout and operation of a traditional English church bell 
tower with a ring of eight bells. Each light column has a laser trip switch which can be activated when a participant 
puts there hand through the gap which then activates the bell sounds. While PEAL is an artwork rather than a com-
mercial product it utilises the same fundamental principles of design, construction and programming found in more 
sophisticated architectural interactive lighting projects.

Using this technology we sought to create a user experience that involved people at the back of the room, a 
show that was separate but connected to what was happening on stage. You would stand “on stage” and have 
the crowd react to you movements giving the user the feeling of being centre stage with an enormous amount of 
power. It came from the idea of throwing shapes and the addition of significance to your actions.

(below) using a collection of archive footage from films and internet videos I created a video for the presentation. I 
evokes the program of the project through showing myself doing the gestures and them being mirrored by crowds 
and front-men from across many different musical genres and venue-types.
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Site Analysis
Cold Light

Phase 1 - Initial proposals

Dunham Massey is famous for it’s 
expansive grounds but also its wild-
life with hundreds of deer living 
free-to-roam in a large area blocked 
off to visitors. This wilder area of the 
grounds interested me both because 
of the deer meandering amongst the 
trees but also because of the trees 
themselves. Fallen trees with their 
roots in the air give the same feeling 
of organic random arrangement as 
the antlers of deer and it is this rela-
tionship that I have chosen to focus 
on, creating a form from dead trees 
in the grounds to form some struc-
ture reminiscent of the grounds ani-
mal population.

Site Number 7 - Scale 1:100
Dunham Massey Site Map - Scale 1:2500

Site Section - Scale 1:50
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Design Process
Cold Light

I wanted the two antlers 
to interlock so this basic 
shape will be cohered to 
so the two shapes can 
lock in

First draft model: Made from clay this was to experiment with how 
the structure would perform when actually weighted. More support 
was needed so I inlaid copper wiring into the clay

Final concept model: Made 
from ModRoc this shows to 
a scale of 1:20 what I want 
to achieve, form-wise, with 
this structure. I found that 
the structure is most secure 
when copper wiring is fastened 
around part of each “leaf ” and 
made to pull against its counter 
part as shown in the diagram 
top right

Using Adobe Flash I created a short 
video to express the dappled light 
effect through the pavilion and how 
the natural form of the antlers and the 
trees were a natural fit.



Equipment

A team of people 
with experience with 
chainsaws

Chainsaw with extended 
cable as work should be 
done where the tree has 
fallen

Fallen tree found 
in Dunham Massey 
grounds

Rope/Cable for securing 
of pavilion. Should be 
staked into ground

Description

Team should be properly 
briefed and have medical 
assistance on hand

Should be treated with 
extreme care. Keep wire 
away from blade and 
never direct at anything 
other than the tree

Corrosion can cause 
surfaces on the tree to 
become unstable/slippy

Stakes should be used 
with caution

Risk Assessment

Manufacture
The basic shape of the two 
structures is this, curved to 
create one half of the arc. 
Two should be cut from the 
dead tree that is chosen

Assembly

1. Transport parts to site 2. Assemble basic arc

3. Secure with rope and stakes 4. Appreciate your creation





We intend to create a pavilion to delight and intrigue visitors to Dunham Massey’s Winter Garden based on the deli-
cate, naturally occurring form of spider webs.

These cobwebs create minute connections between organic forms, linking them together with flimsy networks of intri-
cate lace mesh, which catches the light and holds it with a glint and a glimmer of luminescence. 

The pavilions box form intends to be congruent with Dunham Massey’s 18th century built environment, which is 
square and unadorned. The skin over the structure, which is comparably complex, compliments this modest form 
whilst providing a beautifully intricate exterior.
Using a simple oak frame combined with a lavish network of polypropylene rope as a natural translucent skin, the 
spider web pavilion harnesses the light throughout the day casting fractured shadows onto the ground. The Polypro-
pylene appears delicate but is highly structurally efficient, imitating the structural properties of a spider web. 

The dynamic structrure and unusual materials create a pavilion that not only frames views but also creates a struc-
ture that people will want to explore, feel and remember.

















Name Task End Product

Irena Nikova AutoCAD
Construction booklet with axonometric drawings, 

plans and sections

Daniel Kempski Presentation
Creating a coherent end product including video, 

boards and model

Dhivya Yogarajah Assembly Booklet + Model
Creating accompanying material for presentation 

and team leader

Doug Meadway Video Creating a key piece of material for presentation

Jack Hughes Model + Risk Assessment

Model at scale 1:10 and 1:5, experimenting with 
model and material

I was also brought in to coordinate the construction 
booklet and presentation

Lee Goddard Photoshop + AutoCAD
Construction booklet and photoshopped images for 

presentation sheets

Madinah Thompson Presentation
Creating a coherent end product including video, 

boards and model

Sam Beddingfield Presentation Sheets + Model
Sourcing and creating all material for sheets and 

creating models at 1:10 and 1:5































I set up the dapple blog on November 10th and with the help of Ezzad Bakar kept it updated with new material like artwork, construction details and Ezzad’s brilliant construction video.

I was really pleased with the response to the blog and, judging from the impressive viewing figures, think that it had a positive effect for publicity. When sponsorship began to come in we posted the logos of the companies and 
we saw this as a good idea to run alongside the companies having their names on the plaque beside the pavilion. Of course it’s easy to become obsessed over viewing figures but to have nearly 450 views in a couple of weeks 
was really positive. Of course the number of visitors dropped off after the project was built but, with the project being such a public success, we hope to still bring people in through our online presence. [http://dapplepavilion.
wordpress.com/]

below are stills from Ezzad’s video of construction on the project, following the progression from planning to installation.
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28th October – Bratislava + Vienna

First day after leaving England last night, arrived into 
Bratislava at night. Leaving on the four o’clock train to 
Vienna so got up early to go and explore. Went to su-
permarket to pick up some food (extraordinarily cheap) 
then pushed off to take pictures and sketch the main 
square and surrounding areas. Found a quite brilliant 
bit of public art, comprising 9 squares on the floor that 
when stepped on chime different tones on the bells 
below. Spent a good 20 minutes playing around with 
it and recording it through sound recorder and vid-
eos. Really shows what our “ruby lounge” project could 
have achieved, something that really intrigues and de-
lights people! After finding that gem we branched off 
and got a bit lost amongst the alleyways and gates that 
comprise the museum district.

Sitting in South Bratislava Station waiting for the train. 
It’s a strange place, lots of strong colours but what is 
most out of place is the large art deco angel perched 
in the top corner. It’s very reminiscent of the scene in 
the film “Brazil” where Sam Lowry dreams himself with 
mechanical wings and a strange glam-rock spandex 
number... Maybe the Slovakians are big fans of Terry 
Gilliam.

Got into Vienna and headed for the centre of town. The 
underground system is brilliant with colourcoding on eve-
rything. Even the lights that shine behind the escalators 
are colour coded!! Our hostel is located just south of 
the museum district so we’re going to the Mumok in the 
morning. Found somewhere to eat just round the corner 
and a bar down the road, this area of town is expen-
sive but really varied. Can’t wait to explore the city in the 
morning.



29th October

Found a couple of sites through World Architecture News 
but first we went to the museum district and sketched the 
square. Managed to get into the Mumok (Vienna’s mu-
seum of modern art) for free thanks to a very nice woman 
on the desk. I find all modern art museums very much hit 
and miss and this was no exception, some of the pieces 
were very impressive and the building was full of little sur-
prises but insipid pieces were just round the corner. Af-
ter the museum tried to find some stuff on the river and 
ended up finding a great precedent for the new project. 
After this we headed off down the river and found some 
great legal graffiti along the bank.

Went out in the evening to a club in the north of Vienna. 
It was under a bridge and played decent music.



30th October

Got to visit the Hunddertwasserhaus in the morning be-
fore heading for the train station. Absolutely breathtak-
ing. Shows what architecture should be, fascinating. The 
crowds around weren’t just admiring they were fascinat-
ed, confused and intrigued. You could see they wanted to 
see it from every angle, to explore it. None of those glass 
Norman Foster monoliths in London can create that kind 
of effect...

Train to Graz, can’t wait to be static for a while, seems 
like we haven’t had a chance to really see any of the cities 
we’ve visited, 48 hours in a city like Vienna is not nearly 
enough. Absolutely stunning landscape outside the win-
dow, winding through the mountains.

Found a really great restaurant on Lonely Planet.com. Just 
off Hauptplatz it serves traditional Austrian dishes which 
were really very nice, tried the pigs shins which were deli-
cious. Went across the bridge and saw the lights of the 
Kunsthaus and the Mur Island as well as the site for the 
next project which was much more central than I thought 
it woud be as well as being very tricky due to changes of 
levels.



31st October

Rented bikes today to film a group video. The idea origi-
nated with Kris wanting to film us exploring the city on 
bikes, but after seeing a french film the other day with 
someone being filmed riding from behind but also from 
above on a map format, made in flash or something. 
So our idea was to split the screen into 4 and create the 
letters G-R-A-Z in the different sections. Each of us had 
a letter, Ed is G, R is for Richard, A is Kris and Z in me. 
Should be interesting to see how it comes out.

We had 4 cameras on the go filming from behind and 
from in front as well as static cameras on corners or from 
buildings. It was terrific to try something like that and 
since filming has become a major part of my output this 
year I really enjoyed trying this out.

Tried to go to the Rave in the Cave but nothing going, 
complete flop. There was a cave but no rave. Did get to 
go in the lift up the Schlossberg hill though which was 
amazing, great lighting and wonderfully designed to 
contrast the exposed rock with the plain steal of the lift.



1st November

Went on a tram tour this afternoon, here are some of 
the buildings we visited:

Mur Island

The island became a permanent feature when it was 
established that it would become a public meeting-
place for cultural events. Key to this was its amphithe-
atre-esque space that sits alongside the restaurant and 
the kid’s climbing frame that raps around the innner 
building. It’s a lovely space with an amazing structure 
that shows off Austria’s approach to architecture, con-
servative with preservation but not afraid of bold new 
structures.



Next we visited the Rondo, to the east of the train station. What I really 
appreciate about these European cities is how busy the streets are, not 
with people but with the sheer number of wires and light fittings and 
general arrangement of poles. You tend to ignore it when you are walk-
ing a long but when you notice it it’s bewildering how higgledy-piggledy 
the whole thing is.

Our tour culminated at the Provincial Hospital in Graz West, notable for 
its  scale but also for the strange red blood cell structures that hang from 
the cielings and lie, tucked away, in areas of the lobby. Being a hospital, 
the place is clean and clinical but with the twist of the strange blobs. 
The feeling of stasis as you walk between these structures is a mysterious 
one, there are barely any patients and the space is cold but that feeling 
of almost anti-gravity gives this hospital a sense of recovery.



2nd November

Visited the Kunsthaus in the morning which was an 
amazing feet of engineering with so many self regulat-
ing elements (snow-breakers, heat sensors, sprinklers 
etc.). I ended up enjoying the building much more than 
I had suspected from its catastrophic form. This build-
ing falls into line with Foster’s work with the Gherkin 
and London’s Town Hall being prime examples of 
spectacular feets of plnning and execution. I think it’s 
always important to be able to see the value in build-
ings even if they don’t correspond with your definition 
of beauty.



We then went out and measured the site. I noticed a 
small ladder going down onto the far bank so I nipped 
down there to take some photographs and so a bit 
of sketching. This would come in useful later as long 
shots of the site are always in high-demand for final 
images and the like.

The site was much more difficult than I had thought, 
it’s incredibly thin between the edge of the pavement 
and the wall of the underpass. This could lend itself 

to some unfolding element or space-saving external 
stairs.

Afterwards we visited the Haus de Arkitectur which 
was lovely as we got to sit in on a crit and got given a 
book all about the architecture of Graz which featured 
some great walking tours of the city in little easy seg-
ments with plans and sections of the most prominent 
buildings.



3rd November

We met after lunch for a tour of the MUMUTH (a 
college for “MUsic and MUsic THeatre”) which was 
breath-taking. Utterly amazing from the first second 
you were in there, every space was beautiful and 
formed but also with spaces for function and perfor-
mance. It was just inspiring, you could imagine coming 
in to study there and just being inspired to create.

Technically the performing spaces are fully rigged 
out with platforms that rise and fall to create differ-
ent spaces for performance. The space is completely 
soundproofed and as you stand in the middle of the 
room with hundreds of speakers pointing directly at you 
it really is something else.



Using the walking tours from the book given to us yesterday we set off exploring the city.
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G R A Z // S T Y R I A // A U S T R I A // A T // 
4 7 ° 0 ’ N   1 5 ° 2 6 ’ E // 3 4 0 m ( 1 1 1 5 f 
t ) A B O V E S E A L E V E L // A R E A 1 2 7 . 
5 6 K M 2 // P O P U L A T I O N 2 6 1 , 5 4 0 
// S T U D E N T P O P U L A T I O N 4 0 , 0 0 
0 // D E N S I T Y 2 , 0 5 0 K M ² // 8 . 3 ° C ( 
4 7 ° F ) A V E R A G E T E M P // 2 5 ° C ( 7 7 
° F ) M A X  T E M P // - 5 ° C ( 2 3 ° F ) M I N 
T E M P // 8 4 9 m m ( 3 3 . 4 i n ) A V E R A G 
E A N N U A L R A I N F A L L // 1 4 2 D A Y S 
R A I N F A L L // 7 7 . 8 % M E A N R E L A T 
I V E H U M I D I T Y // 2 . 0 H O U R S D A Y 
L I G H T I N D E C E M B E R // 8 . 3 H O U R 
S D A Y L I G H T I N J U L Y // 5 . 2 A V E R A 
G E D A Y L I G H T H O U R S E A C H D A Y
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^^ANALYSIS OF SPACE IN THE CITY

<< SITE MAP 1:1000



Centralised Organisation:
A central, dominant space. Self 
contained and imposing

Linear Organisation:
A linear sequence of repetitive 
spaces

Radial Organisation:
A central space about which a 
number of secondary spaces are 
grouped

Clustered Organisation:
Spaces grouped by proximity or the 
sharing of a common visual trait

When contemplating a building with river 
access the main element I wanted to re-
flect was this loud, constant thing that 
dominates your senses while on site. The 
river really defines the city with its long 
wooded paths alongside it, blocking the 
council blocks that run either side. What 
is also impressive about the river is its 
power, constantly moving and changing 
it forms a stark contrast with the central 
river in say London or Paris and so in set-
ting out to reflect this constant turmoil i 
really wanted to use wood primarily for its 
association with boats and water but also 
for that effect of planks interlocking, like 
water flowing into the same space.

[left is the rowing club in Minnesota, de-
signed by vja architects which shows off a 
smart access solution to the boats on the 
ground floor]

[right is the yokohama international port 
terminal, designed by foreign office archi-
tects it beautifully shows off that effect of 
wood flowing into a seamless and stun-
ning form]
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01. Main multifunctional   
      space inc. bar
02. Kitchen
03. 4 Person meeting room
04. 6 Person Meeting room
05. Bar/kitchen storage   
      rooms
06. Service areas for canoe/ 
      kayak equipment + storage
07. security office
08. Race office
09. Wet changing area
10. toilet facilities inc.   
      disabled facilities

Proximity diagrams aim to show the relative room sizes 
and which rooms need to be adjacent to one another. 
One capability we had to consider was the possibility 
of flooding so I left the two wet areas separate so that, 
if needed I could accommodate them being flooded 
without too much residual damage for the dry or public 
areas. The race office was to be kept separate so that 
the judges are not mingling with the fans and also al-
lows for a complementing ratio in form (large public : 
small private). I have gone for a linear form to accom-
modate this necessity for separate areas and to accen-
tuate the flowing nature of the building.

One of my key concerns in the design was kayak stor-
age, this design for a movable jetty where you store the 
kayaks became the basis of my jetty for the final design 
though the movable element was unfeasible.

The combination of such a large height difference on 
site made for complications when designing the stair-
case and when incorporating disabled access.

From my program analysis is was clear the race office 
and social areas should be kept separate and so this 
two building separation came about with the central 
staircase becoming a major feature.

The staircase winds down the building, enclosed on 
both sides. My original thoughts were of creating a 
valley-like effect to echo white water kayaking down 
ravines etc.



site plan 1:500

What I wanted to express with these perspective sketches 
were the variable spaces in the building that draw the 
user in. The staircase descends into the bank and at 
night is lit enticingly to highlight the wood patterning. 
The bar and entertaining space is low and long to draw 
people through to the balcony and to increase the effect 
of the double height kayak storage space which it opens 
up onto. The judging space is seperate and self-con-
tained with a view out onto the river and very little else. 
All in all the building is active in design with angled jetty 
and nuanced wood patterning.





floor to external wall transition 1:10

roof to external wall transition 1:10

external wall to decking transition 1:10

technical section 1:50
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above are stills from the short video output for this pro-
ject. It describes the feeling I wanted to create with the 
main staircase, the ravine like quality of the space and 
that feeling of being in an active space that is drawing 
you into the building.


